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In human social networks, it stands to reason that people might nd it useful to spend time with others who
are successful and well informed. Now researchers reporting in Current Biology on April 5 have found that the
same is true in lemur society. Regardless of age or sex, the study shows that lemurs who are more likely to
learn to solve a new task and retrieve a food reward after watching how it's done also had more social
connections.
"We found that lemurs who were frequently observed by others while solving the task to retrieve the food
received more a liative behaviors than they did before they learned," says Ipek Kulahci, formerly of Princeton
University and now a postdoctoral researcher at University College Cork in Ireland. "As a result, they became
more socially central than they were before the experiment."
The ndings are the rst to show that the relationship between learning and social network position are
feedback based, the researchers say, such that learning in uences network connections and position in
addition to being in uenced by it.
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To be successful, animals have to learn about their environment and apply this knowledge to key behaviors
such as nding food and avoiding predators. While many studies had examined such cognitive abilities in
lemurs and other animals, researchers hadn't examined the connection between cognitive abilities and social
interactions. In the new study, the researchers set up a food reward task in which lemurs learned to retrieve a
food reward--a grape--by pulling open a drawer in a Plexiglas box.
The Princeton team, including Asif Ghazanfar and Daniel Rubenstein, observed two free-ranging groups of
ring-tailed lemurs at St. Catherines Island, Georgia, while they interacted with one another and the novel foodcontaining box. Each of the groups included about 20 individuals.
The study found that lemurs who were more centrally positioned were more likely to solve the task. The
opposite was also true: lemurs who solved the task while others were watching became more popular
amongst their peers after the fact.
"I was quite impressed that the frequently observed lemurs received more a liative behaviors, such as
grooming, without adjusting their own social behavior," Kulahci says. In most primate species, grooming is a
mutually bene cial activity, she explains, relying on reciprocity between the groomer and the individual being
groomed. Dominant individuals, however, often receive more grooming attention without returning the favor.
"So it's a pretty striking pattern that the frequently observed lemurs received lots of grooming without
providing more grooming to others," Kulahci says.
The ndings show that learning, and becoming knowledgeable and successful as result of learning, in uences
the position that animals occupy in a social network. Earlier studies had shown that social connections
in uence the way information spreads in a group. But none had considered the ipside: how learning and
information alters the structure of the network itself.
Kulahci says that studies will need to take these dynamics into account. They are also a reminder that animals'
behavior and social interactions is much richer and more exible than people often think.
"Animals learn not only about their physical environment, such as how to obtain food in a situation that they
had never encountered before, but they also learn about each other and use this information to make exible
social decisions when forming social relationships," Kulahci says. "They are learning about who is successful
and who is not and adjusting their social responses based on this information. Being socially connected to
successful individuals increases opportunities to learn from and copy them and improves future success. The
diversity and the strength of their social relationships, in turn, in uence if and when they learn from their
group members. So, animals' cognitive abilities and social behavior are intertwined with each other and,
together, in uence animals' decisions in many behavioral contexts such as where and how to forage, with
whom to associate, and how to avoid predators or nd safety."
###
This work was supported by the Animal Behavior Society, the American Society of Mammalogists, the
American Society of Primatologists, the Department of Ecology and Evolutionary Biology at Princeton
University, and an ERC Consolidator Grant.
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Current Biology, Kulahci et al.: "Knowledgeable lemurs become more central in social networks"
http://www.cell.com/current-biology/fulltext/S0960-9822(18)30301-4
Current Biology (@CurrentBiology), published by Cell Press, is a bimonthly journal that features papers across
all areas of biology. Current Biology strives to foster communication across elds of biology, both by
publishing important ndings of general interest and through highly accessible front matter for nonspecialists. Visit: http://www.cell.com/current-biology. To receive Cell Press media alerts, contact
press@cell.com.
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